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New in FIFA 22, you’ll now see the precise strength of an opponent’s tackle and the direction in which they are facing.
This gives players a unique insight into what a contact can mean, and how their opponents will react to different
situations. New animations in FIFA 22 New animations in FIFA 22 include Kick Velocity, where the player’s weight is
applied in a new simulation model to give the player more realistic balance and finesse. New collision physics means
more realistic collisions, especially between players and fixed objects, such as the goal frame or posts. New collision
physics also impact the behaviour of players who are kicked and barged. New player control options in FIFA 22 New
player control options such as rag doll or shoot controls, as well as individual movements, now allows the player to make
fast, subtle movements or really powerful shots from distance in motion. Players can now use both hands on the ball,
making it more realistic. Shot options in FIFA 22 Longer, more accurate shots. New “Slide” option to put spin on the ball
and increase its size. Aim-assist to guide your shots. New on-pitch camera animation, making it easier to interact with
players close-by. FIFA 22 features Include: New Global Gameplay Engine One of the biggest advancements in FIFA 22 is
the game’s new Global Gameplay Engine which gives the game a unique new dimension. Key features include improved
ball-balancing and new animation, making the play more responsive and authentic. Players can now feel the effects of
the world around them and the ball changes its dynamics based on what the players are doing. Three New Faces The
new Global Gameplay Engine features an all-new depth and emotional presentation. Players will now experience the
game through the eyes of N’Zonzi, Mesut, Cissé and Busquets as they adapt to the new gameplay. Real World Player
Balance New Dynamics FIFA 22 sees a new set of player-versus-player dynamics. Players will now push harder in
tackles, sprint more, and need to be more aware of their surroundings in order to complete passes and get into position.
Snapshots FIFA 22 introduces a new “Snapshot” feature. Players can use this tool to freeze time and see the game from

Features Key:

Revolutionary “Touch Intelligence” technology imbedded into the game.
Most beautiful players in the history of the series added to over 100 authentic kits.
FIFA Ultimate Team improves on the best-selling Ultimate Team of all time by giving you more ways to build your dream squad.
New Club Management Challenges. Take over any of the 380 million licenses for an authentic team experience that replicates club management, enhanced a la Pro Evolution Soccer.
New Player Movements. Feel the finesse, passion and technique as players execute your tactical instructions like never before, with so many fresh animations that it creates more noticeable and controllable moments.
Improved Player Movement. Feel the difference in player control compared to FIFA, with more subtle and customised player animations on the ball, and with reactivity leading to richer intuitive reactions and action, making perfect touches more rewarding, and fixing consistently
poor passes easier.
FIFA 22 includes modes for both tablets and phones.

Discover the most realistic football experience ever on iOS, Android and Amazon Fire.

Minimum Requirements

Requires iOS version 8.4 or later on all devices, including iPads.
Requires Android version 4.4 or higher.
Requires Fire OS version 4.1.1 or higher.
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The official videogame of the FIFA franchise. What is the game? FIFA is an experience that combines authentic football
action with an online, career mode that offers players the chance to compete with each other on an ever-expanding
global scale. In Ultimate Team, teams of players can be purchased, trained and perfected. The ultimate challenge is
presented in all-new live, weekly challenges where players can earn rewards, gain fans and compete against other
players in an attempt to progress to the next stage. What is Premier League™ Season 2014/15? We’re excited to
announce the launch of the 2014/15 Premier League season – the return of a great competition that rewards the
dedication and skill of our players. Join the 2014/15 season and play the game that fans play! With the introduction of
the all-new Cover athlete and new camera views, Ultimate Team players can now choose between a new Pro Action Shot
or several new Game Scene camera positions. Experience the game as never before as the new Sub Goal camera view
looks for your ball movement and player direction and corrects your position before you release the shot. Delivering on
the creativity of football, Ultimate Team is enhanced with a brand-new card style and build your Ultimate Team to
dominate your rivals. With the introduction of Draft Champions, Draft GKs and Draft AMs, the Drafting system is the
most significant game play innovation since the evolution of the original Career mode and allows for the direct transfer
of players between the Draft and Online Leagues. With the coming of age of kids, make way for 11-a-side action
featuring the introduction of online leagues for children. FIFA 14 Ultimate Team card packs introduce 3-star and 4-star
value packs based on fantasy football with 4-star packs including the all-new Draft Champions. Players can also build
their Ultimate Team with top-rated players, including new cards for Fifa legends and retro players such as Frank
Lampard, Cristiano Ronaldo and Wayne Rooney, that will make their way into packs and into your Ultimate Team. FIFA is
back. Every aspect of the game has been reviewed and reconsidered, with game engine updates that result in a more
refined experience, including changes to tackle animations, ball handling and control and more refined shooting
mechanics. Now we’re adding all the skills and advantages of the many ways a football can be bc9d6d6daa
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The opportunity to create the ultimate team from the best players in the world is now at your fingertips. Create a
collection of players like no other with over 1,100 authentic players, and engage in fantasy football-style gameplay.
Online Seasons – Play an online season of real life matches as clubs’ final bid for silverware. The online season can be
played between multiple players simultaneously, giving you the opportunity to compete with up to three friends in a
series of UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League, and UEFA Super Cup matches. Be part of the action as a
manager, or jump into a match as a player at any time – a champion’s journey is yours to control. CLOUD COMPUTING
With added cloud power, FIFA 2K11 now offers players the ability to connect to the cloud at any time via Xbox LIVE,
browse their profiles, or download and manage their Ultimate Team. Also, new players can now sign up for a new
account online and transfer into a new club within the existing game. DYNAMIC CAMERA GROUPS Set your camera
preferences with various filters – including a custom one – and adjust the settings for color, contrast, and sharpness. USE
OF ANNOUNCEMENTS Announcements now appear and disappear as your player looks, talks, and performs with a
voiceover. SUPPORT FRONTMATTER The mechanics of defender and midfielder patterns are now more fluid, with
improved control of the defender, better first touch, and more precise passing when teammates are on the ball.
INTERFACE AND UI Now you can customize the in-game menu with more customization options, as well as a new quick
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access menu that includes some important settings and the ability to browse and download user created content.
DEVELOPER CHANGES Undecided on how to play? The new “Kick” button is now easier to use – just press it and put your
foot on the ball. IN THE BOX • Ultimate Team – Made easy with more ways to play • Dynamic Camera – See the action
from any angle • Dynamic Depth of Field – Face the action with a shallow or deep depth of field • Improved Defense –
Defend harder than ever before • Improved Sides – Get out of tight spots by moving to the left or right • Improved
Passing – Quicker, more accurate, and more fluid • Improved First Touch – Practice your control on

What's new in Fifa 22:

The new Transfer Market Action Centre, available via the innovative Transfer Market in-game menu, allows players to customise their squads with new, improved contract
expiration features, direct transfer offers from club technical directors and personal head coaches from the likes of Arsenal and Barcelona.
The new Quick Match button is context sensitive, allowing for seamless configuration of multiplayer modes - so you can instantly find your favourite multiplayer scenarios, or
jump straight into the action of matchmaking.
The new live in-game tools allow you to preview the in-game formation, before selecting the captain, goalkeeper and other key matchday captains. You'll also now have the tools
to view the matchday highlights and dynamic player performances before selection, similar to the new functionality in Ultimate Team.
FIFA 22 introduces an all-new ‘Solid Centre of Balance’, which will allow futher improvements to ball physics in defensive situations, and more accurate ball contact. This improves
ball control and shot accuracy allowing shots to sneak through the goalkeeper and waste less time on the ball as it arcs through the air.
Shooting and passing are now improved in player attributes, including the Shooting, Speed and First Touch attributes. This adds a higher degree of control and precision to shots.
The laser pass is now more accurate and accurate, allowing the player to alter the trajectory of the ball all whilst maintaining control.
The dribbling attributes have been adjusted, providing a more authentic take on the deadly and skillful dribbling systems of the past. Additionally, player tattoos have been
improved, with more detailed illustrations.
The new Grow Rush Tactical Decision feature boosts player composure in critical situations - a player who is searching an open area can kick the ball, sprinting and then rushing
through his opponent towards the open space.
The sprint boost ability allows players to sprint rapidly whilst moving the ball, then sprint more quickly and freely whilst controlling the ball
Pitch layouts have been changed, providing better ball movement in more tightly packed formations.
A new “Inspiration” feature is available in real-time tactics, offering players the ability to recreate the FIFA 19 Momentum. The feature allows real-time adjustments of tika
increments, set-pieces and more. It can also simulate the interaction of the player group and thus your line-up.
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